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Abstract
This paper describes the word-formation process of blending in Arabic and
English in order to point out the similarities and differences involved in the usage of
such a process. It concludes that this process functions in similar ways in the two
languages, though it has a wider application in English than Arabic. Another
important conclusion is that in Arabic a blend may involve the contraction of three,
four, or five words or even a whole sentence; whereas it is largely limited to the
fusion of two successive words in English.
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ﺍﻟﺨﻼﺼﻪ

ﻴﺘﻨﺎﻭل ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺙ ﻭﺍﺤﺩﺓ ﻤﻥ ﺍﻫﻡ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺘﺸﻜﻴل ﺍﻟﻜﻠﻤﺎﺕ ﺍﻻ ﻭﻫﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺯﺝ ﻓﻲ ﺩﺭﺍﺴﻪ ﻤﻘﺎﺭﻨﻪ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻠﻐﺘﻴﻥ

 ﻭﻗﺩ ﺍﻅﻬﺭﺕ، ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺒﻴﻪ ﻭﺍﻻﻨﻜﻠﻴﺯﻴﻪ ﻤﻥ ﺍﺠل ﺍﻅﻬﺎﺭ ﻤﺩﻯ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﺎﺒﻪ ﻭﺍﻻﺨﺘﻼﻑ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻻﺴﺘﺨﺩﺍﻡ ﻓﻲ ﻜﻼ ﺍﻟﻠﻐﺘﻴﻥ
 ﻜﻤﺎ، ﺍﻟﻨﺘﺎﺌﺞ ﺍﻥ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﻪ ﺍﻟﻤﺯﺝ ﻫﻲ ﺍﻜﺜﺭ ﺍﺴﺘﺨﺩﺍﻤﺎ ﻭﺘﻁﺒﻴﻘﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻠﻐﻪ ﺍﻻﻨﻜﻠﻴﺯﻴﻪ ﻋﻤﺎ ﻫﻲ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻠﻐﻪ ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺒﻴﻪ
ﻭﺍﻅﻬﺭﺕ ﺍﻟﻨﺘﺎﺌﺞ ﺒﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﺯﺝ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻠﻐﻪ ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺒﻴﻪ ﻴﻤﻜﻥ ﺍﻥ ﻴﺸﻤل ﺜﻼﺙ ﺍﻭﺍﺭﺒﻊ ﺍﻭﺨﻤﺱ ﻜﻠﻤﺎﺕ ﺍﻭ ﺤﺘﻰ ﻤﺯﺝ ﺠﻤﻠﻪ
. ﻋﻠﻰ ﻜﻠﻤﺘﻴﻥ ﻓﻘﻁ

ﻜﺎﻤﻠﻪ ﻜﻤﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﻭﻗﻠﻪ ﺒﻴﻨﻤﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻠﻐﻪ ﺍﻻﻨﻜﻠﻴﺯﻴﻪ ﺘﻘﺘﺼﺭ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﻪ ﺍﻟﻤﺯﺝ
.  ﺩﺭﺍﺴﻪ ﻤﻘﺎﺭﻨﻪ،  ﻤﺯﺝ،  ﺘﺸﻜﻴل ﺍﻟﻜﻠﻤﺎﺕ: ﺍﻟﻜﻠﻤﺎﺕ ﻤﻔﺘﺎﺤﻴﻪ

1. Blending in Arabic
1.2 Definition
Scholars of Classical Arabic Grammar use the term (" )اﻟﻨَﺤْ ﺖal-naħt" for the
word-formation process of blending; which means "carving that involves slicing,
sharpening, and cutting" (١٩٨٠ ، ) إﺑ ﻦ ﻣﻨﻈ ﻮر. A recent term for blending is that of
()اﻹﺷ ﺘﻘﺎق اﻟﻜَﺒّ ﺎر, i.e. "the magnifying derivation"
( أﻣ ﯿﻦ، 1949 : ٣٩١). Al-Khalīl's
definition for this linguistic phenomenon is: "the obtaining of a word from two
successive words and the derivation of a verb from it" (60 .I، ١٩٨٠:) اﻟﺨﻠﯿ ﻞ. A wider
definition is offered by al-Mūsā who describes it as "the formation of a new word
from two or more than two words to the effect that the new word takes some phonic
feature from them all, and denotes them all in meaning" (٦٧ : ١٤٠٥ AH ، )اﻟﻤﻮﺳﻰ.
1.3 History
Blending in Arabic was first described by the great Arab linguist al-Khalīl bin
Aħmad al-Farāhīdī in his lexicon ""اﻟﻌَ ﯿْﻦ. This accomplished grammarian, lexicologist,
phonetician, and prosodist lived in Basra during the ninth century AD, and died in
(175 AH). The example he offers for blending in Arabic is the derivation of the noun
( )اﻟﺤَﯿْﻌَﻠ ﺔand the verbs (ُ ﯾُﺤَﯿْﻌِ ﻞ/ َ )ﺣَﯿْﻌَ ﻞfrom the two words ()ﺣَ ﻲﱠ ﻋَﻠ ﻰ. Another example is
(ْ)ﻟَ ﻦ, derived by blending ( )ﻻwith (ْ أﻟﻌ ﯿﻦ( )أن/ )اﻟﺨﻠﯿ ﻞ. He also defines the function of
such a process as being 'economy'. Other Medieval linguists of classical Arabic follow
suit. For example, al-Farrā' describes the nominal verb ( )ھَﻠُ ﻢﱠas being a blend of ( ْ) ھَ ﻞ
plus ( ) أُمﱠ
(719 :١٩٥٥ ،  ﻣﻌﺎﻧﻲ اﻟﻘﺮآن، ) اﻟﻔﺮّاء.
A much wider approach to blending is adopted by Ibin Fāris (died: 395 AH)
who maintains that the majority of Arabic lexical items whose basic structure exceeds
three phonemes are blends. In his book  ﻣﻌﺠﻢ( ﻣﻘ ﺎﯾﯿﺲ اﻟﻠﻐ ﺔ, ١٣٦٦ AH: 253), i.e." Lexicon
of the Standards of the Language":
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". ﻤﺎ ﺘﺭﺍﻩ ﻤﻨﻪ ﻤﻨﺤﻭﺕ ﺃﻜﺜﺭﺴﺘﻨﺒﻁﻪ ﺍﻟﻨﻅﺭ ُﺍﻟﺩﻗﻴﻕ؛ ﻭﺫﻟﻙ ﺃﻥ ﻴ،ﺒﺎﻋﻲ ﻭ ﺍﻟﺨﻤﺎﺴﻲ ﻤﺫﻫﺒﺎﹰ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻘﻴﺎﺱ ﻟﻠﺭ"ﺇﻋﻠﻡ ﺃﻥ
Know that the quadriliteral and the quinqueliteral have a way of measurement which
can be deduced by fine contemplation in that the majority of these words are blends.
In his book, ( اﻟﺼﺎﺣﺒﻲ ﻓﻲ ﻓﻘﮫ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ: 132), Ibnu Fāris elaborates by saying:
 ﻭ ﻫﺫﺍ ﻤﺫﻫﺒﻨﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻷﺸﻴﺎﺀ ﺍﻟﺯﺍﺌﺩﺓ ﻋﻠﻰ... ﻭﻫﻭ ﺠﻨﺱ ﻤﻥ ﺍﻻﺨﺘﺼﺎﺭ، "ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺏ ﺘﻨﺤﺕ ﻤﻥ ﻜﻠﻤﺘﻴﻥ ﻜﻠﻤﺔ ﻭﺍﺤﺩﺓ
"ﺭﺒﻁﹶ ﻭﻀﺒﻁﹾﺭ" ﻤﻥ ﻀ ﻤﺜل ﻗﻭل ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺏ ﻟﻠﺭﺠل ﺍﻟﺸﺩﻴﺩ "ﻀِﺒ.ﺜﻼﺜﺔ ﺃﺤﺭﻑ ﻓﺄﻜﺜﺭﻫﺎ ﻤﻨﺤﻭﺕ
Arabs blend from two words one word, which is one type of abbreviation. It is in our
opinion that elements that exceed three phonemes are in their majority blends, such as
when the Arabs call a tough person ()ﺿِﺒَﻄْﺮ, from (َ )ﺿَﺒَﻂand (َ)ﺿَﺒَﺮ.
In this respect, the great Arab linguist and folklorist, al-Jāħidh (died 255 AH) eight centuries before Carl Lewis (Cf. section 23) - makes use of exotic blends in
Arabic for the presentation of witty parables and funny anecdotes:
، و ﺗﺄوﯾﻞ اﻟﺪﯾﻨﺎر،ّ دار اﻟﮭﻢ، إﻧﻤﺎ ﺻﺎر ﺗﺄوﯾﻞ اﻟﺪرھﻢ، "…أي ﺑﻨﻲ: إذ ﻗﺎل ﻻﺑﻨﮫ، ﻋﻦ أﺑﻲ ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ اﻟﺜﻮري...
. "ﯾﺪﻧﻲ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻨﺎر
 ﻟ ﻢ ﺳُ ﻤّﻲ: وإذا ﻗﯿ ﻞ ﻟ ﮫ، ﻷﻧ ﮫ ﯾَ ﺴﺘَﻞﱡ و ﯾَﻠﻘ ﻰ: ﻟ ﻢ ﺳُ ﻤّﻲ اﻟﻜﻠ ﺐ ﺳ ﻠﻮﻗﯿﺎ؟ ﻗ ﺎل: "ﻛﺎن ﻋﺒﺪ اﻷﻋﻠﻰ إذا ﻗﯿﻞ ﻟ ﮫ:وﻣﻨﮫ
". ﻷﻧﮫ ﻋَﺼﻰ و ﻓَﺮﱠ:اﻟﻌﺼﻔﻮر ﻋﺼﻔﻮراً؟ ﻗﺎل
Abī Abdul-Raħmān al-Thawrī was quoted saying to his son, "Lo son: the true
meaning of (" – )اﻟ ﺪرھﻢdirham" = a shilling-like silver coin – is (ّ)دار اﻟﮭ ﻢ: "dārulham:
the house of distress"; and the true meaning of ( )اﻟ ﺪﯾﻨﺎر- addinār = a guinea-like gold
coin – is ()ﯾُﺪﻧﻲ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻨﺎر, i.e. "yudnī ilannār = brings closer to hell".
Similar to this were the words of Abdul A'lā who was asked: "Why was (ُ" )اﻟﻜَﻠْ ﺐthe
dog" called (" )ﺳَ ﻠﻮﻗﻲsalūkī = a hunting dog"? He answered: "Because it ()ﯾَ ﺴْﺘَﻞﱡ
"yastallu = sneeks" and (" )ﯾَﻠْﻘ ﻰyalqā = finds". "Why was ( = اﻟﻌُ ﺼْﻔﻮرal-'uşfūr, the
sparrow) called a sparrow?" Because it (" )ﻋَ ﺼﻰaşā = revolted" and (" )ﻓَ ﺮﱠfarr =
escaped".
(١٠٦ : ١٩٦٨ ،  اﻟﺒﺨﻼء، )اﻟﺠﺎﺣﻆ
Spoken blends in Classical Arabic remained limited to a few fixed utterances –
mostly religious and relational – whose rules of formation allow no analogy.
However, the rise in modern times of the need to coin new terms in the language led
to the revival of this word-formation process, and to the creation of many new blends,
which soon gained a wide acceptance (١٢١ :١٩٩٩ ، )اﻟﺒﻄﺎﯾﻨ ﺔ. Thus Modern Arabic has
now such new coinages as ()ﺑﺮﻣ ﺎﺋﻲ, ()ﻗﺮوﺳ ﻄﻲ, and ()ﻣﺘ ﺸﺎﺋﻞ. The last word is a blend
from " "ﻣﺘ ﺸﺎﺋﻢand ""ﻣﺘﻔﺎﺋ ﻞ, denoting a combination of a degree of pessimism plus
optimism at the same time, and is the title of a novel by the Palestinian novelist Emīl
Ħabībī (1974). Another admirable example is the blend ( )ﻣَ ﺸْﻠَﻮزin reference to a kind
of apricot ( )ﻣﺸﻤﺶwhose kernel is as sweet as almonds (( )ﻟَﻮْز68: ١٤١٢AH ،  )ﻣﺠﺎھﺪ.
Such a tendency did not go on without opposition by certain scholars who noted
that the absence of standard rules for blending could lead to confusion. The two
prominent figures who led the campaign of opposition to blends were Reverend
Anastās Mārī al-Karmalī and Mustafā Jawād. Al- Karmalī held the view that (266 :
١٩٧٦ ، )اﻟﺼﺎﻟﺢ:
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. ﻥ ﻓﻲ ﻤﺼﻨﻔﺎﺘﻬﺎﺃﻥ ﻟﻐﺘﻨﺎ ﻟﻴﺴﺕ ﻤﻥ ﺍﻟﻠﹼﻐﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﺘﻘﺒل ﺍﻟﻨﺤﺕ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻭﺠﻪ ﻟﻐﺎﺕ ﺃﻫل ﺍﻟﻐﺭﺏ ﻜﻤﺎ ﻫﻭ ﻤﺩﻭ

 ﺘﻘﺩﻴﻡ ﺍﻟﻤﻀﺎﻑ ﺇﻟﻴﻪ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﻤﻀﺎﻑ ﻤﻌﺭﻭﻓـﺔ ﻷﻥ، ﺒل ﺃﻟﻭﻑ،ﺎ ﻋﻨﺩﻫﻡ ﻓﻤﺌﺎﺕ ﺃﻤ،ﻭ ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺤﻭﺘﺎﺕ ﻋﻨﺩﻨﺎ ﻋﺸﺭﺍﺕ

.  ﺃﻤﺎ ﻋﻨﺩﻨﺎ ﻓﺎﻟﻠﻐﺔ ﺘﺄﺒﺎﻩ ﻭﺘﺘﺒﺭﺃ ﻤﻨﻪ. ﻓﺴﺎﻍ ﻟﻬﻡ ﺍﻟﻨﺤﺕ،ﻋﻨﺩﻫﻡ
Our language (i.e. Arabic) is not one of the languages that accepts blending in the
way the Western languages do as their lexicons show. Blends in Arabic are tens in
number whereas those languages have hundreds or thousands of them because the
pospositioning of the annexing element in relation to the annexed element is common
in their language, so they allow blending; whereas it is disallowed and rejected in our
language.
Despite such opposition, native speakers of Arabic continue coining new blends
all the time, especially in colloquial speech, where we find such common words as
( ﺷﻨﻮ/  ﺷﻨْﮭﻮ/أﺷْﻨﻲ/)أﺷْﻨﻮ, a blend from ( )أي ﺷ ﻲءand ()ﻟ ﺴَﺎ( ;)ھ ﻮ, from ( )إﻟ ﻰand ( ;)ھ ﺬه اﻟ ﺴﺎﻋﺔ
and ( دﻟﻮﻗ ﺖ/ )ھَﻠّ ﻖ, from ( )ھ ﺬاand ()اﻟﻮﻗ ﺖ. One quite productive blends are those
beginning with ( ﺷ ـ/ﺷ ﻮ/)أﯾ ﺶ, from ( )أي ﺷ ﻲءwhich itself can function as a prefix for
further blends as in ()ﺷ ﻮﻗﺖ, ()ﺷ ﻠﻮن, ()ﺷ ﻘﺪ, (ﺷ ﻮ ﺻ ﺎر/)ﺷ ﺼﺎر, ()ﺷ ﻌَﺠَﺐ, and ()ﺷَ ﻜﻮ. This
tendency can be explained by the fact that blends serve the two important functions of
economy (the law of the least effort) and the presentation of new shades of meaning.
The former important function has led one prominent scholar of Modern Arabic, alGhalayeeni (19٢٠, I. 226), to point out:
. ﻭ ﺍﻟﻌﺼﺭ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﻀﺭ ﻴﺤﻤﻠﻨﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺘﺠﻭﻴﺯ ﺫﻟﻙ ﻭ ﺍﻟﺘﻭﺴﻊ ﻓﻴﻪ.ﻓﻜل ﻤﺎ ﺃﻤﻜﻨﻙ ﻓﻴﻪ ﺍﻹﺨﺘﺼﺎﺭ ﺠﺎﺯ ﻨﺤﺘﻪ
So, whatever you can abbreviate in (its form) is allowed to be blended. The current
age makes us allow it and widen it.
1.4 Types
1.4.1 Functional Categories
1.4.1.1 Verbal Blends
In such a type, a single verb is coined from a whole sentence to denote either
its utterance by someone, or the occurrence of its meaning (٢٧٩ :١٩٩٩ ، )ﺑﻼﺳﻲ.
(1)
.ﻌِﻠﹾﺕﹸ ﻓﺩﺍﻙ → ﺠﻔﹶﺩﻌﺠ
. لَ → ﺒﺴﻡ ﺍﷲ ﺍﻟﺭﺤﻤﻥ ﺍﻟﺭﺤﻴﻡﻤﺴﺒ

. ﻠﹶلَ → ﻻ ﺇﻟﻪ ﺇﻻ ﺍﷲﻴﻫ
.لَ → ﺤﺴﺒﻲ ﺍﷲﺒﺴﺤ

.لَ → ﺴﺒﺤﺎﻥ ﺍﷲﺤﺒﺴ

.لَ → ﺍﻟﺴﻼﻡ ﻋﻠﻴﻜﻡﻌﻤﺴ

.ﻕﹶ → ﺃﻁﺎل ﺍﷲ ﺒﻘﺎﺀﻙﻁﹶﻠﹾﺒ

. → ﺃﺩﺍﻡ ﺍﷲ ﻋﺯﻙﺯﻌﻤﺩ
1.4.1.2 Adjectival Blends
In this type, a new single adjective is coined from two words to intensify their
attributive load or to denote a new attribute
(٢٢٥ :II ، ١٩٢٠ ، ) اﻟﻌﻼﯾﻠﻲ.
(2)
ﻁﺒ ﻀ+ ﺭﺒﻁﹾﺭ → ﻀﻀِﺒ

 ﺍﻟﺼﻠﺩ+ ﻠﺩﻡ → ﺍﻟﺼﺩﻡﺍﻟﺼ
1.4.1.3 Nominal Blends
This type allows the derivation of a new noun from two words.
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(3)
 ﺠﻠﺩ+ ﺠﻠﻤﻭﺩ → ﺠﻤﺩ

ﺏ ﺤ+ → ﻗﹸﺭ
→ ﻤﺎ ﻫﻭ

ﻘﹸﺭﺒﺤ

ﻤﺎﻫﻴﺔ

ﺀ
→ ﻻ ﺸﻰ
ﺘﻼﺸﻲ
1.4.1.4 Relational Blends
These blends are used in reference to persons who follow a doctrine related to
two different schools of thought, or a resident of two provinces (Wright, 2005: I. 162).
(4)
 ﺨﻭﺍﺭﺯﻡ+  → ﻁﺒﺭﺴﺘﺎﻥﺭِﺨﹶﺯﻱﻁﹶﺒ
 ﺃﺒﻭ ﺤﻨﻴﻔﺔ+ ﻨﹾﺘﻲ → ﺍﻟﺸﺎﻓﻌﻲﺸﹶﻔﹾﻌ
 ﺍﻟﻤﻌﺘﺯﻟﺔ+ ﻨﹾﻔﹶﻠﹾﺘﻲ → ﺃﺒﻭ ﺤﻨﻴﻔﺔﺤ
ﻤﻲ → ﺤﻀﺭﻤﻭﺕﺭﻀﺤ
ﻨﻲ → ﺭﺃﺱ ﺍﻟﻌﻴﻥﻌﺴﺭ

ﻨﹼﻲ ﺒ+ ﻕﺭﻗﻲ → ﺃﺯﺭﻨﹶﺯﺒ

 → ﺘﻴﻡ ﺍﻟﻼﹼﺕﻠﻲﻤﺘﹶﻴ
1.4.1.5 Functional Word Blends
New functional words (i.e. particles) are derived by blending two existing
functional words (٢٨٢ : ٢٠٠٣ ، )اﻟﺴﺎﻣﺮاﺋﻲ.
(5)
 → ﻻ ﻜﺎﻥﻟﻜﻥ
1.4.1.6 Eliding Blends
A large number of blends were coined for the purpose of elision, especially in
reference to tribes whose names begin with ()ﺑﻨﻲ, i.e. 'sons of':
(6)
ﺑَﻠْﻌَﻨْﺒَﺮْ → ﺑﻨﻲ اﻟﻌﻨﺒﺮ
ﺑَﻠْﺨَﺰْرَجْ → ﺑﻨﻲ اﻟﺨﺰرج
ﺑَﻠْﺤﺎرِث → ﺑﻨﻲ اﻟﺤﺎرث
The same process is used in reference to members of tribes whose names are
compounds, especially those beginning with (( )ﻋﺒﺪWright, 2005: I. 162):
(7)
ﻘﹶﺴﻲ → ﻋﺒﺩ ﻗﻴﺱﺒﻋ
ﺸﹶﻤﻲ → ﻋﺒﺩ ﺸﻤﺱﺒﻋ
ﺭﻱ → ﻋﺒﺩ ﺍﻟﺩﺍﺭﺩﺒﻋ

ﻗﹶﺴﻲ → ﺇﻤﺭﻱﺀ ﺍﻟﻘﻴﺱﻤﺭ

ﺫﹶﻨﹼﻭﻨﻲ → ﺫﻭ ﺍﻟﻨﻭﻥ
1.4.1.7 Borrowed Blends
An increasing number of new blends in Modern Arabic are borrowed from
blends that are found in other languages, especially English:
(8)
 = ﺃﻭﺭﺍﺴﻴﺎEurasia
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 = ﺍﻟﺒﻨﺭﻭﻜﻴﻤﻴﺎﻭﻴﺎﺕpetrochemicals
 = ﺍﻹﻴﻤﻴلemail ; e-mail
 = ﺍﻷﻓﺭﻭﺁﺴﻴﻭﻱAfro-Asian
 = ﺍﻷﻨـﮕـﻠﻭﺴﻜﺴﻭﻨﻲAnglo-Saxon
1.4.2 Quantative Taxonomy
Another way of classifying blends in Arabic is to take the total number of
blended words as the criterial feature in the taxonomy. Four groups of such words are
recognizable: two-word blends, three-word blends, four-word blends, and longer
blends (٢٤٩ :١٩٧٦ ، )اﻟﺼﺎﻟﺢ.
(9)
ﻌِﻠﺕ ﻓﺩﺍﻙﻔﹶﺩ → ﺠﻌ( ﺠTwo-Word Blends)
 ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﻔﻼﺡﻲل → ﺤﻊ( ﺤﻴThree-Word Blends)

ﻡ → ﻤﺎﺀ ﺤﺏ ﺍﻟﺭﻤﺎﻥﺭﺒﺤ( ﻤThree-Word Blends)

ل → ﺒﺴﻡ ﺍﷲ ﺍﻟﺭﺤﻤﻥ ﺍﻟﺭﺤﻴﻡﻤﺴ( ﺒFour-Word Blends)

 ﺣَﻮْﻗَﻞ → ﻻ ﺤﻭل ﻭ ﻻ ﻗﻭﺓ ﺇﻻ ﺒﺎﷲ ﺍﻟﻌﻅﻴﻡor ( ﺣَﻮْﻟَﻖLonger Blends)
2. Blending in English
2.1 Introduction
The present age of information is in constant need of new words in all
languages. To meet such a need, English has acquired new words by borrowing words
from every other language that it has been in contact with. Apart from borrowing,
English has many other ways of acquiring new words. One of the ways is blending in
which two or more forms are combined by clipping and/or overlapping. Two well
known blends are the words smog and brunch (Gries, 2004: 639).
2.2 Definition
A blend is any new word which is formed by fusing together elements from
two other words. The meaning of the new word shares or combines the meanings of
the source words. The elements are normally the beginning of one and the end of the
other (Yule, 1985: 53). An example is Oxbridge, which is formed by putting together
the first part of Oxford and the last part of Cambridge to form a new inclusive term
for both universities (Camford also exists, but it is less common).
This process in lexical construction allows two lexical items – that do not
normally co-occur according to the rules of the language – to come together within a
single linguistic unit. In lexis, blending is a common source of new words, though not
all becoming standard: Interpol, Eurovision (Crystal, 1997: 40).
Blending involves shortening which can take the form of a simple omission of
a part of one or more words, or it can be the result of overlapping sounds or letters
(Algeo, 1977: 47). Thus, the coinage of a new lexeme is done by fusing parts of at
least two other source words of which either one is shortened in the fusion and/or
where there is some form of phonemic or graphemic overlap of the source words
(Gries, 2004: 639).
The modern usage of blend as a technical term among lexicologists is quite
strict and many words which might be thought to be blends, such as keypad, paintball
or townhouse, are instead regarded as compounds because the elements being put
together are words in their own right. Terms like megastore or hypertext are also
called compounds, because they are combinations of free-standing words with
prefixes or suffixes (Stekauer, 1991: 26). So faction is a blend, because it combines
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parts of the words fact and fiction into one, but factoid, 'a spurious or questionable
fact', is not a blend but a compound because the second element is a suffix and does
not derive from some word which happens to end in -oid. Some other formations examples are kidvid and nicad - are frequently called clipped compounds rather than
blends because the combining elements both come from the beginnings of words (kid
+ video, nickel + cadmium), rather than the beginning of one and the end of another
(ibid.).
The terminology is complicated by a subsidiary process in which blends can
give rise to new prefixes and suffixes which then affect the classification of later
creations. An early example is the word motorcade, formed as a blend of motor and
cavalcade, which created a new suffix ~cade that has been used in words like
aerocade, aquacade and even camelcade and tractorcade. More recent examples of
such formations are taken to be compounds with this suffix, rather than blends with
cavalcade. Similarly, the prefix info- deriving from information has become heavily
used in terms such as infoglut, infobahn, infodump and infonaut; it is difficult to argue
that all these are blends. Other examples are cyber~ (created from cybernetics), ~thon
(from marathon, used first in telethon and now in words like preachathon, operathon
and stripperthon); ~gate (from Watergate,); mini~, maxi~ and others (SOED, 2003).
2.3 History
An older term for blending technique is portmanteau word, which was coined
by Lewis Carroll (1872) in Alice Through the Looking Glass to explain some of the
words he made up in the nonsense poem 'Jabberwocky':
(10)
Well 'slithy' means 'lithe and slimy' ... you see it's like a portmanteau - there are two
meanings packed up into one word.
This term portmanteau is derived from the French term for a large stiff
carrying case for clothes, which is hinged in the middle so that it falls open into two
halves. Though many of Carroll's inventions didn't survive, a couple have become
part of the language: galumph (gallop + triumph), and chortle (chuckle + snort). His
term mimsy (flimsy + miserable) already existed in the language, but his re-definition
of it has certainly affected the sense.
According to the citations provided by SOED (2003), a few such terms existed
before Carroll made his inspired series of inventions: anecdotage (anecdote
combined with dotage to suggest a garrulous old age, first recorded in 1823); squirl
(a blend of squiggle and whirl to describe a flourish, as in handwriting, from 1843);
snivelization, coined by Herman Melville in 1849 from snivel and civilization as a
term for 'civilization considered derisively as a cause of anxiety or plaintiveness';
squdge (squash + pudge) dates from 1870. Some writers have suggested that there
may be older examples in the language: for example, bash may be a blend of bang
and smash and clash of clang and crash, but most of the candidate words are so
ancient that their origins are obscure.
According to Quinion (1996: 18) a fashion for such formations began in the
1890s, perhaps influenced by Carroll, leading to an increased rate of blend-formation.
As examples: electrocute (a blend of electricity and execute) first appeared in 1889;
prissy (blending prim and sissy) was coined about 1895; brunch (breakfast taken
nearly at lunchtime), first recorded in 1896; travelogue (travel + monologue), 1903;
mingy (mean and stingy), from 1911; scientifiction (invented by Hugo Gernsback in
1916 as a blend of science and fiction); motel (a motor hotel, originally a trade name
from 1925); sexpert (an expert on sex, 1924); sexational (sex + sensational, 1925);
ambisextrous (a coinage from ambidextrous and sex dating from 1929); Jacobethan
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(Jacobean + Elizabethan, invented by John Betjeman in 1933); guesstimate (guess +
estimate, dating from 1936); sexploitation (the exploitation of sex in films, first used
about 1942).
A number of blends describe a language which has been heavily influenced by
English: Franglais was an early example (French which has become corrupted by the
influx of English words such as le weekend), Spanglish is Latin American Spanish
containing English expressions like el gasfitter; Japlish is Japanese in which English
words such as salaryman are imported. Other examples are Swedlish, Anglicaans,
Wenglish (Welsh + English), mockney, a form of mock Cockney employed
particularly by some British pop stars, and Texican (Texas plus Mexican). In another
aspect, there is slanguage, a blend of slang and language (Wikipedia, 2008).
Many blends have been created in recent years as names for new forms of
exercise regimes, many of them trade names: Aquarobics, Callanetics (the first name
of Callan Pinckney blended with athletics, probably after the model of callisthenics),
Jazzercise (jazz + exercise), aquacise, dancercise, sexercise, and slimnastics.
Among sports there are terms like parascending (parachute + ascending) and
surfari, and nonce adjectives such as sportsational or swimsational which blend
words with the last element of sensational.
The media, advertising and show business have been responsible for an
especially large number of blends: advertorial (an advertisement written as though it
were an editorial); docutainment (a documentary written as entertainment, with
variable felicity concerning actual events), which is also known as a dramadoc, from
dramatised documentary, though this is a clipped compound, not a blend); an
infomercial is a television commercial in the form of an information announcement;
infotainment is a blend, in reality as well as etymology, of information and
entertainment; a magalogue is a cross between a magazine and a catalogue; a
televangelist is a television evangelist. A number of temporary or nonce formations
using the quasi-suffix ~tainment have appeared recently: transportainment is leisure
transport in a theme park; disinfotainment is the presentation of misleading
information in the guise of entertainment; eatertainment relates to the fashionable
type of restaurant-with-entertainment exemplified by Planet Hollywood;
utilitainment was coined not long ago by a maker of computer screen-savers as a
term for their product. Also from the entertainment field we have animatronics (a
blend of animated and electronics), camcorder (camera + recorder), rockumentary
(a rock documentary) and, for a while in Britain, squarial (a square aerial, used to
receive satellite television signals) (ibid).
Politics and the economy have a fair representation in the list. There are now
such blends as Clintonomics, Reaganomics, and Rogernomics which all combine
the name of a political figure with the word economics. In similar vein are
stagflation, a near-disastrous combination of stagnation and inflation, and
slumpflation (slump + inflation) (SOED, 2003).
Science and technology has been responsible for large numbers of new blends.
Some well-established ones are transistor (transfer + resistor), Chunnel (Channel +
tunnel), smog (smoke + fog); nucleonics (nucleon + electronics), and transputer
(transistor + computer). However, there is a set of new scientific words which fall
somewhere in the same territory as blends but which also could also be said to look
like extended abbreviations or acronyms. An excellent example is amphetamine,
which comes from its full chemical name of alpha methyl phenyl ethyl amine. Such
creative mangling of names is now common when making up the vast number of trade
and generic names needed for new drugs: zidovudine, the generic name of the AIDS
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drug AZT, is formed from azidodeoxythymidine with the letters vu inserted for no
obvious reason; ranitidine, used to treat stomach ulcers and better known by its trade
name Zantac, is furan + nitro + -itidine (Quinion, 1996: 20-1).
2.4 Types of Blends
The next sections describe different types of blends and their structure. It will
also discuss the different systematic categories of blends. Structurally, blends can be
divided into three different types: blends with overlapping, blends with clipping, and
blends with clipping and overlapping. Systematically, blends are either syntagmatic or
associative (Gries, 2004: 646).
2.4.1 Blends with Overlapping
Overlapping in these blends might take place with overlapping as the only
type of shortening of the words. The most common pattern is the one where the final
part of the first word overlaps the first part of the second word. The overlap can be
one phoneme or several. One example of this is slanguage from slang and language.
Blends with overlapping may also include all of one form and the first or last part of
the other word. In those cases it is the spelling of the word that tells us it is a blend:
(11)
Sinema "adult film" = sin + cinema
Cellebrity "famous criminal" = cell + celebrity
Cartune "musical cartoon" = cartoon + tune
There is one type of overlapping blend that is not very common. In such
blends one form is inserted into another; the overlapping might be complete or partial.
In-sin-uation for example, meaning insinuation of sin, is created by a fusion of the
two words insinuation and sin (Algeo 1977: 49). In such words, it is the inserted
element that is stressed.
2.4.2 Blends with Clipping
Blends with clipping have no overlapping. Instead one part or more is omitted.
There are different patterns that are used when creating these kinds of blends. One is
to keep the whole part of the first word and the last part of the second word
(Wikipedia, 2008).
(12)
Foodoholic = food + alcoholic
Fanzine = fan + magazine
Another alternative is to keep the whole second word and only use the first
part of the first word.
(13)
Eurasia = Europe + Asia
When both words are clipped it is common to use the first part of the first
word and the last part of the second part. Two widely used blends are examples of this
combination:
(14)
Brunch = breakfast + lunch
Smog = smoke + fog
A fourth alternative is to combine the first parts of both or all elements.
(15)
Agitprop = agitation + propaganda
Aldehyde = alcohol + dehydrogenatum
Algeo believes that acronyms belong to this class of blends rather than being a
separate type of word-formation (Algeo, 1977: 50).
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2.4.3 Clipping at Morpheme Boundaries
Blends that have been created by simple clipping are often shortened at
morpheme boundaries. Oxbridge is an example of this. In cases like Oxbridge, it can
be difficult to decide if the word results from blending or from compounding if one
does not know its background. Blends that are clipped at morpheme boundaries are
therefore a less obvious example of the blending process than blends that are
shortened in a less straightforward manner.
Blending can turn into compounding as in the example of landscape; a word
that has been borrowed from Dutch, and it is used to create new blends: cityscape,
inscape, offscape and more. Even the single word scape has been created from the
word landscape. Because of this, any new word that is formed using the morpheme
scape can no longer be seen as a blend but a compound.
Blending can also give new meaning to morphemes. The blends radiocast,
telecast, sportscast and newscast have given the word cast the meaning of broadcast
(Algeo, 1977: 51-52).
2.4.4 Blends with Clipping and Overlapping
Some blends are created by using both clipping and overlapping. There are
many variations of patterns to this word-formation. The words that follow are some
examples.
(16)
Californication = California + fornicate
Suspose = suspect + suppose
Hungarican = Hungarian + American
Motel = Motor + hotel (Algeo, 1977: 52)
2.5 Systematic Categories
Blends can be described in terms of distinguishing features as seen above, but
there is also another way to distinguish them: they can be classified according to
whether they are syntagmatic or associative.
Syntagmatic blends are blends that represent combinations of words that occur
next to one another in the speech chain. Although normally regarded as blends, they
could equally be seen as contractions. In most of these cases the first word ends with
the same sound or sequence of sounds as the second word begins with (Gries, 2004:
647-8).
(17)
Chicagorilla = Chicago + gorilla
Radarange = radar + range
However, syntagmatic blends do not need to be haplologistic, i.e. the dropping
of two consecutive morphs of identical or similar form (Trask, 1993: 125). Some
reflect both clipping of one or both forms, some overlapping, and some both
processes. The following two blends are examples of syntagmatic blends:
(18)
Amerindian = American + Indian
Hashbury = Haight + Ashbury
Associative blends, by contrast, are created from words that are linked in the
word-maker’s mind. The words can share a common base morpheme or affix, or they
might be similar in sound. They can also have a semantic link, which is most
common. The clearest examples of associative blends are those which are made by
combining synonyms:
(19)
Bonk = bump + conk
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Swellegant = swell + elegant
Needcessity = need + necessity
Shill = shiver + chill
When words that belong to the same paradigmatic class, but are not synonyms,
are combined into a blend, the result is sometimes called a dvandva blend (a term
from Sanskrit grammar). Smog from the words smoke and fog is an example of a
dvandva blend. Synonymic and dvandva blends are similar because the words can
replace each other. It is possible to use bumped, conked and bonked in the same place
in a sentence and with the same meaning.
These blends are called paradigmatic blends. A blend whose source words are
associated with each other but are not interchangeable is called a jumble. Foodoholic
from food and alcoholic is one example of a jumble (Algeo, 1977: 55-58).
The forms of all the examples above show that the phonological properties,
rather than morphological ones, are highly relevant to the blending process since the
phonological similarity of the blend with part or whole source words increases the
likelihood or felicity of the blend (Kemmer, 2003: 75).
3. Contrastive Analysis
The brief description of the manifestations of blending in Arabic and English
allows listing the following points:
I. Similarities
1. Blending is found in both of the two languages under study, probably as a
manifestation of the universal trend by language speakers to opt for economy in
speech.
2. In all cases, this process involves a certain phonemic contraction in the new
coinages.
3. In many cases, new blends may also involve some type of phonemic overlap
between the two source words.
4. In some cases, the phonemic change in the root words is so great to the effect that
the blend becomes unanalyzable as such.
5. There are examples of borrowed blends in both languages.
6. In both languages, blends can function as nouns, verbs, or adjectives.
II. Differences
1. Blending is a more frequent and productive word-formation process in English
than in Arabic. This is one manifestation of the fact that English accepts a faster and a
greater change than Arabic.
2. Blends in Arabic can involve the fusion of two, three, four, or more words. It can
also involve whole sentences. In English, only the word process of acronymy can
involve so many words.
3. Most blends in Arabic are relational, phatic, or reported speech of religious or
traditional utterances. Such specialization does not obtain in English, whose inventory
of blends covers a wider semantic distribution.
4. Certain function words (i.e. grammatical words) are blends in Arabic. Such blends
are not described in the literature of English function words.
4. Summary and Conclusions
A blend involves the telescoping of two or more separate word-forms into one,
or, rarely, a superposition of one form upon another. It usually contains overlapping
phonemes and preserves some of the meaning of at least one of the source words,
though sometimes so much of the roots are lost that a blend is unanalyzable.
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As a process of new word-formation, blending is found in both Arabic and
English. It has a wider use in English than Arabic. The English language is constantly
changing at a much quicker pace than Arabic.
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